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O. Introduction 
There are some mode-:s of set theory properties of which seem to be particularly 
worth stndying: L, L[U] (if a measurable cardinal exists), K (the core modell, 
L[R] (if we assume the axiom of deterlninacy), finally HOD (the class of 
hereditarily ordinal definable sets). All of them are inner models of set theory i.e. 
all the axioms of ZF hold when relativized to any of them, provided they hold in 
the universe. 
The main difference between the last one and the others ties ip the non- 
absoluteness of HOD: when one performs the construction of HOD inside the 
HOD already constructed it may happen that the resulting model HOD 2 will be 
smaller. 
We will return to the problems of the iteration of HOD after general remarks 
concerning ordinal definability. 
A set is said to be de.tinable if there is a formula of set theory which defines it 
(no parameters are allowed). The property of being definable need not to be 
expressible within ZF set theory. If it were, it would lead to the paradox of the 
first non-definable ordinal (assuming that there are uncountable many of them). 
But the property of being ordinal definable is expressible by a formula of set 
theory. Also there exist a formula of set theory expressing the property of a set of 
being hereditarily (with respect o the e-relat ion) ordinal definable (cf. Section 
1.1L This fact is acc, nsequence of the reflection principle. 
The notion of ordinal definability was introduced by G6del. Myhill and Scott 
117] described elementary properties of the class HOD, in particular, their paper 
contains a proof of the fact that the axiom of choice is always true in HOD. 
McAloon [6] showed that it is consistent that HOD ¢: L. Roguski [9] developed 
his method and showed that any model of ZFC can be HOD of a certain generic 
extension, and that any model of ZFC can be extended to a model satisfying 
V=HOD.  In conclusion he obtained that ZFt-(4~) n°t~ itt ZFCI-tb, for any 
formula & of set theory. 
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Since HOD is not absolute, it can be iterated: HOD "+~ = (HOD) "°~' ,  HOD ~ = 
~<x HOD'~ for limit a. Clearly, HOD", n < ~o, is a model of ZFC. But HOD"  
may fail to satisfy the axiom of choice (McAloon), or even fail to satisfy ZF  (L. 
Harrington used a proper class of conoitions to obtain this resutt). On the other 
hand, Grigorieff [3] proved that if the universe is constructible from a set, then 
HOD '~'s form a definable sequence of models of ZF, it is however constant for all 
o 's  greater than some fixed ordinal. Thus it is impossible to obtain a model of ZF  
in which the sequence HOD", a < On, is strictly descending, via forcing with a set 
of conditions. In this paper we prove some general facts about lhe structure of 
iterated HOD when one forces with some Easto,Mike class of conditions. We 
show that then the relation x ~ HOD" is expressible by a formuht of set theory, 
and so HOD"'s ,  a<On,  are models of ZF. As a corollary ~.o the general 
theorems we obtain tiae main result: It is consistent (with ZFC) that there is a 
strictly descending sequence of models HOD", a < On. 
The theorem is proved by constructing a model of ZF set theory in which it 
holds. The model is a generic extension of L by a class of conditions which is a 
product of Souslin trees const~cted by Jech [4]. Jech used these trees to show the 
consistency of existence of the iterations of length of any cardina) number. The 
paper uses many of Grigorieff's results about interme&ate modeb~ of set theory 
[3]. We want to me:~tion here that the result can be proved by 'he McAtoon-  
Roguski type of forc'ing. 
The author would like to thank Thomas Jech Kostas Skandalis, and Andrzej 
Zarach for many conversations which helped him 1o prepare this paper. 
1. Preliminaries o~1 forcing 
1.0. Notation 
Standard notation is used throughout. 
For any set A, lhe cardinatity of ,4. is denoted by ~. The letters b.a., c.b.a., 
c.b.s, denote respectively: "Boolean algebra', 'complete Boolean algebra', "com- 
plete Boolean subalgebra'. ~, ~o, ~:,, ~2 . . . .  always denote cardinals, a., .V are 
reserved for limit ordinals, c.t.m, means 'countable transitive model', rig, aV are 
reserved for c.t.m, of ZF. ( )~" means that the notion in the parentheses is 
relativized to the structure N. If it is clear from the context in which struc|ure ( ) 
is defined, we will drop the superscript. 
1.1. Basic defi~~ilions and theorems (of. [3]) 
DefinitiOl~ 1.1. (i) ZF(U)=ZF+'a l l  instances of the replacement scheme for 
formulae involving the predicate U'. 
(ii) X is a class for (in) N iff (,V', X)t=ZF(U). 
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Definition 1,2, (i) a is definable in W from (elements of) Y iff there is a 
formula 4~ and finitely many parameters p~,p~ . . . . .  p~ ~ Y s.t. ~ 
Vx(x e a ~ (k(x, p, . . . . . .  p.)). 
(it) a is ordinal definable in ~ iff a is definable in N from elements of On. 
(iii) OD = {a : a is ordinal definable}, 
t tOD= {a: TC({a}) ~_ OD}. 
Definition 1.3, (i) L[x] denotes the smallest model of ZF which contains x (as a 
subset). 
(it) L[X]= ~J {L[V~ fqX]: ~<On},  in details: 
L~ + ~[X] = Def(L~ IX], e, X f'~ L~, IX]) U ~ +, (~ TC(X), 
t.~[x]= O {L.[X]: t~<x}, a-<-O~:. 
Proposition 1.1, (i) I f  X is a class for W, then L[X] is a model of ZF. 
(ii) I f  X ~_ On, then L[X] satisfies AC, 
(iii) Let rank Yo = z, then yo~ L~.~[yo]. 
Definition 1.4. If ~R is a class for X, define 
.,g[x]= L[.dgUlx}], (x #-XI. 
Proposition 1.2 (The product lemma). Let (~,  ~<t), (P2, <~) be notions of (orcing 
belonging to ~H. Let ~ be their product, Then, ~br any P-generic over ~t4 set G, there 
are G~. G 2 S.t. 
(i) G=G~G> 
(it) G~ is P~-generic over At, and G2 is ~-generic o~er .~[G~]. 
(iii) ~R[G] =.R[G,][G~]. 
Moreorer, i¢ H~ is P~-generic over 3~ and H~ is P2-generic over A{[Ht], ~hen 
H~ x He is P-generic over 24. 
Proposition 1.3. I f  At is an inner model of X,  C is a notion of ebrcing in ~R, and G 
is C-generic over X,  then ~[G]=W[G]  implies d4=W. 
Theorem 1.4 (~vop6nka-Balcar [10]). Let ~,  ~g be transitive models for ZF with 
the same sets of ordinals. If one of then~ satisfies AC, then ~H = W. 
Definition 5,1. (i) A notion o[ forcing P satisfies K-descending chain condition 
(~-d.c.c.) or is K-closed iff for any descending sequence of conditions in P, 
po>~pl>~ • • .>-p~>~"  ~<~,  there is p-~p~ for all ~<:K. 
(it) P satisfies the u-chain condition (K-c.c.), if every set of pairwise incompati- 
ble conditions has power less than K. 
(iii) If B is a c.b.a, in ,~, we say that B is (K, o¢)-d~Iributive iff for any G 
B-generic over ~,  (~g/).a.[o~ = (~/~)~u. 
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(iv) We say that algebra B is r-closed, if there is P_  B s.t. P is dense inB  and 
P is n~closed. 
t 
1.2, Forcing with proper classes 
Assume C=(C,~)  is a notion of forcing in ./d. C is a class for ~ .  Let 
(x~:a e On} be an ascending sequence of cardinals which is definable in ~.  
Assume also that for each a ~ On there is a definable decomposition of C =~ 
C~ x C", where C. satisfies ~-c.c, ,  and (2" satisfies ~¢,~-d,c,c, 
Theorem 1,5 (Easton [2]). Assume thai ~he condilions above are salisfied. "lhen 
~t[G] is a model jbr ZF, for any G which is C-generic m~er A4. I f  ~gAC,  then 
~tt[~J~AC. 
Note. From now on, classes of conditions which will appear in this dissertation 
will satisfy these Easton's conditions. 
Proposition 1.6 (The product lemma for classes). Let C be a class of conditions in 
~,  let G be C-generic over ~.  Then 
(i) ~t[G] = ~[G f3 C~ ][ G V) C'* ] and G V) C~ is C~-generic over ~R and G C3 C '~ is 
C ~ ..generic ,over ~/,(G ffl C,,]. 
(ii) ~[  G ] = A~[G C'~ C" ][G C3 C,~ ] and G (3 C~ i ~ Q-generic over ~[  G C't C '~ ]. 
For the proof of this proposition the reader can consult Zarach [11]. 
Proposition 1.7 (Jech [4]). Let A be a (~, ~)-dist,~butive c.b.a. Let A~, A~ . . . . .  A~,. 
~<~,  be a ¢-sequence of c.b.a,s s.t. Ao=A.  A~+~ is a c.b.s, of A~, and 
Ax = ~.~.~, A~. Let all this be in a ground model A~ of ZFC, let G be A-generic 
over ~11, let G~ = G (3 A~ ~br all a <~ ~. 
l f  x is a set of ordinals and x ~ d~[ G~ ] fi~r all e~ < ~<, then x ~ ,~I G~ ]. 
Ceroilary 1.8 (Jech [411, p. 406), 
,,0~ .~t~[ c~o 1 = ~t[c~..i .  
By Proposition 1.7 we obtain: 
Corollary 1.9. Let A~, ~ < ~<, be a sequence of definable in .~ classes of conditions 
which ~re (~, ~)-distributive, i.e. ~ b ~ A<~ ~ ~(b, p, a) for some fi~rmula ~ and 
p~.~. Assume also that we have an ascending sequence of cardinals (in .~I 
(~,~: ~ <On} s.t. Jbr each ~l, each A ,  is decomposable into (.A~)n and (A , )  ~ s.t. 
A,  ~ (A~),, x(A~) "~, where ( A~) n is ~,-closed, and (A , ) ,  satisfies r~-c.c. Assume 
also that (A~ ~)~ is a c.b.s, of (A~)~, (A~),~ = ~<,x  :A~),~, and A~+~ is a c.b.s, of 
A~, and A~ = ~,~<~ A,.~, A ~.  
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1[ G is Ao-generic over .,~, then 
(2) ,Q,A¢[G,]=:At[G~], where G~ d~ G~&.  
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Proof. By Theorem 1.4 it suffices to take care of subsets of On. So. let X ~ O ~ 
On, X~ f~t ....... ~[G, ] .  Then there is rl s.t. for each o', X~[Gfq(A~)~] ,  and 
~,~ > p. 
So X e~<,~g[Gfq(A~),,]=A~[Gfq(A~),,], (by Corollary 1.8). Thus X~ 
~[a  na,,] = ~a[a~]. 
Proposition 1.10 (The Easton's lemma), ff IP~, IP~ are notions of forcing in ~¢t s.t. 
P~ satisfies ~%c.c. and P2 is ~:-closed, then, for any G=G~×G2 which is 
P~ ×P2-generic over X~, if f ~.~[ G ] is a function from ~ into ~g, then f ~4t[ G~]. 
For a proof the reader can consult [5]. 
2. The model 
tn this chapter we will define the model in which HOD can be iterated 
On-many times and the sequence of models HOD '~, a < On, is strictly descending. 
However the proof of these two facts will require some work. This will be done in 
the next chapters. 
2.0 
Definition 2.1. Let 1~ = ~o,, and F, = 0~c.?, :~, where F'~ = (sup~<~ I~) ' .  
Definition 2.2. Let 7",I ~ L be the special Souslin tree on I'~ constructed by Jecl~ 
in [4]. Let T~ be the appropriate projection of T~ defined in the same paper. If b~, 
is a generic over L branch through T~, then b~ denotes its projection on ~ i.e. b~ 
is the generic over L branch through T~. 
~Fheorem 2.1 (Jech [4.]), Under the assumptions of Definition 2.2, the correspond- 
ing {to "l°~'s) c.b.a.'s. B~, y < 1 ~,~ form a descending sequence, and B~ x = ~v<x B~ 
(a <1~.  Moreover L[b~]~HOD ~ = L[b~], for all T<F~, and ~v.<r~L[b~]=L. 
2.¸[ 
We have then a family of trees I ~, each tree provides the iteration for l~-many 
steps, so it is natural to suppose that the whole family will give the iteratio,a of 
length On. 
From now on M is a c.t.m, of ZF+ V= L. 
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Definition 2.3 (The class of conditions). 
C = ~ ~/~ = {..f: (~',/)(dom.f~ ",/& (Va)(aedom f~  f(a)~ "I~))}. 
o~'<O~ 
C, ={/: [e  C& dora/~_ a}, 
C '~ = t fe  C: dom f fq a + t = ~;~}, 
C(&) ={f~ C: dom f C~{a}-- 0}, 
f~  g i~ dora /~dom g and (Va)(a ~dom g :::> f (a )~,g(a ) )  (~,  is tile ordering of 
Proposition 2.2. If G is C-generic over M, then M[G] is a model of ZFC. 
Proof. ~ < F~, i.e. we have I~-c.c. for Co, so it suffices to show the following. 
Claim. C '~ satisfies l~,-d.c.c. 
Proof of the claim. Note that, if each P~ satisfies ~-d.c.c., then so does I]~<o P~; 
(for any (0 ~< On). So it suffices to show that each T~,, for a '>  a, satisfies l~-d.c.c. 
This is true since [4, p. 406], if 7" were the special Souslin tree on ~" " constructed 
by Jech, then on the stages (of construction) of cotinality less than ~ '  all the 
branches were extended. 7~+, is the tree on o&;.,,2~, and F,'~+~ > F~,. 
The proposition follows then by Tfieorem 1.5 applied to (C,~ x "/~,~) ×C '~. 
Proposition 2.3. If G is C-generic over M, then G = [I~<o, b~, and each bl~ is 
io~ o l ,s . (~l f~G)x T~-generic over M[l-la,~::~ ,.,. (ba is de[ined in natural way as {b ¢~ ~ ~" 
if(a) ~: b)}.) 
ProoL Since G is an ultralilter, G = [1~<o,~ U~. C is in a natural v'ay isomorphic to 
T~ x C(,&), hence the second part of the proposition follows by Proposition 1.6 
applied to C~ x 7~ x C ~" ~ C. 
3. Ordir~al definability ! 
This par! contains some important definitions and basic forcing results which 
will be oecessary later. We need also to prove some general results about models 
HOD X. This will be done by reformulating or strengthening the theorems 
obtained by Grigorieff [3]. 
Note. The symbol [re.n] denotes a reference Io Section m.n in [3]. 
3.0 
Definition 3.1. Let X~N,  NIzZF. We define 
(i) OD X={a:  a is definable (,in W) from ordin,ds and elements of X}, 
(if) HOD X ={a: TC({a})~_ OD X}. 
"l'r¢ms{ini~e desce~Ming sequem,:e~ of models HOD" 
DefinitiOn 3,2, Let .a be an inner model of N, x ~ ~g. 
OD ~a[x] = OD(.a O TC({x})), 
HOD ,~[x] = HOD(~ U TC({x })), 
OD~x = OD(.~ U x), 
H OD .gtx = H()DIAt ~ x). 
We will often write HOD ~ ~ X t~r HOD(~II U X), 
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Proposition 3,1 [1.10]. Let X be a class for N. ff X is ahnost universal or X is 
de[inable from parameters in X, then HOD X is an inner model o¢" ~,~. 
Prol~Jsition 3.2 [ 1.10f 1[ ,~ is an inner model c.jf N, then 
(i) t tOD~' -= t_J tL[x]: x_~t  &x~HOD~4~}, 
(ii) .,~t ~ AC implies HOD ~¢~ AC. 
Definilion 3.3 [2.13.1, Let B be a c.b.a, in ~¢, A a c.b.s, of B. Let G be B-generic 
over ~t~, let H be A-generic over ~¢~, a e.~l[G] and a ~A& ~en we define: 
(i) b~c=(b-c )v (c -b ) ,  
(ii) b ~=hf f{x~A:x~b},  
(iii) b ~-~ c ~(b&c)  a¢  H, 
(iv) B/H =t[bJ~.~: be[B}, where [b]~ is the equivalence class of b under ~.  
iv) B(fi~ = "the smallest c.b.s, of ~ which includes {[~2 e 8~: x ~ ~/d}', ~ denotes a 
name of a~ 
(vi) S(H)::~{b ~ ~¢: b" ~ H}. 
(vii) ~/a =~/G ~(~) .  
Proposition 3.3 [2.13 and 2.14]. Under the hypotheses o]" Definition 3.3 the 
following hold: 
(i) G ( )A  is A-generic over ~,  
fii) G is S(G C) A)-generic over .~(G ~ A ], 
(iii) I]: K is B/H-generic oeer A~[H], and G '={b~B: [b]~K},  then G' is 
B-generic over ~ and ~[H] [K]  = ~I~[G']. 
(iv) .,t~[a] ~= ~[G ~(a) ] ,  
(v) I[ .,t¢ ~ AC and N~ZFC and A~ N~g ~[G] ,  then there is a c.b.s. ~ of ~ s.t. 
~s, :.~ ,t~[G r~?] .  
Proposition 3.4 [3,8, 2.13 and 9.2]. (i) I[ ~ is a c.b.a, in .g~, then ]'or any G 
~-generic over ~t, ~/~* C~ G is a homogeneous c.b.a, in ~[~* C) G ], S(~* f~ G) is a 
homogeneous notion of }brcing in ~t[~* C3 G]. 
(ii) If  N is a model of ZF, og inner model of N, C e N a notion oi' ;;orcing, 
C~(OD~)  ~, C is homogeneous in 2g', then for any G C-generic over ~A r 
HOD~_~ (HOD ~t)'~r~ _ (HOD ~t) x. 
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Definition 3.4 [3. I], (i) Aut ~ denotes the set of all atttomorphisms of a c.b.a. ~; 
(ii) If cr c: Aut N and x c-:..g, let 
gr(x) = (x - V × I~) tO {(b(y), o,b): b ~ [B & (y, b) e x}, 
(iii) g* = {b ~ ~: (~/cr e Aut ~) (orb = b)}, I1~* is called the rigid part of ~. 
Theorem 3.5 (Vop~nka) [3,8]. If G is e-generic over .gg, then (HODA¢) "uf(;t= 
~/t[G n g*]. 
Proposi t ion 3.6. Let ug be a c.t.m, of ZF, ~,o, ~-c.b.a.'s in ~,  ~o~,  ~olk '~ is 
( v,, ~)-distributive ', then 
(HOD,~)o"'",,"-' ~= ~D~, n H,,]D~* n Hd, 
(or any Ho × H~ which is ~o ×lI3,'generic over ~.  
Proof. '_~': The set {H~ n ~o*: H~ is [~o-generic over 3g and (H~'~ is l~,j-generic over 
~ ~ ~t[H'~;] ~~/[H~])} is .~ definable in ~[Ho, H~]. 
Ho is one of these H~'s mentioned in the definition of the set, and for any such 
H~ ~[Ho]=~[H~] .  We u~e here the fact that Ho, H~, H~ can be considered 
subsets of ~, therefore they all are from ~[Ho]  as Hx does not add any new 
subsets of ~. By [3.5 Theorem 1] ~[H:,] = d~[H~] implies that there is ~ ~ Aut ~ 
s.t. H~ = ~"Ho but ~ ~ ~ = id, so the set has only one element, namely ~ N Ho. 
Now we know that ~ ~ Ho ~ HOD M, and we are going to show that ~ ~ H~ ~ 
HOD2~. It suffices to prove that M[H~] is a definable subclass of M[H~, Ht]. 
.~[Ho] is a definable subclass of gt[Ho, H~]: x ~ A4[Ho] itt (~Hf~ ~o-generic over .g) 
tt It ~ t (VH o ~o-generic) (~[H~] _ ~2[Ho]). 
Clagm x ~tt [H~]~(3H]  ~-gener ic  over ./~t[H,] s.t. V =~[Ho] [H] ]  & x ~ 
,~I[H~]) i.e. we claim that ~[H~] is definable in ~[Ho, H~]. Note that it saffices to 
show the following. 
Subclaim. If HI is ~-gener ic  over ~g[Ho] and .~[Ho][H]]= ~[Ho, H~], then 
H~[H] ] .  Because then by the symmetry argument H]~..~[H~], and hence 
;R[H~] = ~[H]] ,  and the definiti~ works. 
Proof of the subclaim. We work in 2~['q]][Ho]. Let Ht be a name for Ht in 
~[H]] .  l~et b. = lift ~ H t~,, for a c~ H~. Since ~o~:~  we have at most ~ different 
values of b.. So let (b~,:~<n) be these values, and let a., be such that 
~a~, ~ H ~, , :  b.,. 
Because HI does no~ add any ~-sequences we know that (a. : ~ < ~) ~ ~¢t[Ho]. 
But then, because tt~ is ~t-generic over .a[Ho], a=[L  a~Ht .  Let 
[~fi~Hd~,,= bg:0, then ~fi~H~[~,,~&,~ltd~u,, i.e. ()~b~b,, for all .q<~. Now, 
for any c, if ceHt ,  then ~eit~[[=b, ,  for same ~<~<, and then blk~eH> as 
b v b,,. Therefore H~ = {c: b Ib 6 e H ~}, and H~ e ~[H]  ]. 
'~ ' :  By Theorem 3.5, it suffices to show that the way from ~[g~ ~ H0] [~ n Ht] 
to X.[Ho, H~] is generic via a homogeneous notion of forcing. 
Ho is S(Ho ~g~)-generic over * [~ ~ Ho] [~ ~ H~], because Ho is S(Ho ~g) -  
generic over ~[g~ ~Ho][H~]. 
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Also ~[~8 n H,,][~ c~ H~][t~,,] = ~[H,,][e~* c~ f~, 1. 
H~ is S(f$*~ 0 H:t)-generic over ~[Ho][N~* C~ H~]. (H, is S(B1* 7/H,)-generic over 
~[~t* f3H~], also H0 is No-generic over ~[H~]. So, by the product lemma, H~ is 
$ (~ ~1H0-generic over ~[Ho][~** f'/H,].) So, by the product i~emma, H(; x H, is 
S(Ho f't~*o) × S(H~ CNB**)-generic over ~f[Hofl~,*o][H, Cl~*]. By Proposition 3:4(i) 
each S(H~ C'lit~*), i = 0, l, is homogeneous, o is their product, 
Proposition 3./. If  C is a class of conditions in ~,  then /br any G C-generic 
over ~ 
( HOD,~)*~c~I=: U ~/~.[Gfqr.o.(C3")*]. 
3' <On 
Proo[, ~_~': Exactly as in the proof of '~ '  in Proposition 3,6, 
"~': If x 6 HOD ~,  then there is/3 s.t. x is hereditarily ordinal definable over 
(Vt~, ~ ), possibly with parameters from A~. Since there is y s.t. 
V~m ~ = v~ `~ ~,~.,,.,< ~ 
(C satisfies Easton's conditions, Section 1.2), by Theorem 3.5, 
x ~[G ~ r.o.(C3" )*]. 
3.1. The derivative of (B,~)a 
Definition 3.5 [3.9]. Let E be a formula of ~zv(U), and :g be the interpretation 
of U. 
(i) ~0~(x,a, F, u} stands for 'F  is a formula of ~zv, and V~ O{y: E(x, y)}~ 
F(u)', 
(ii) If B is a c.b,a, in ~4t, t<~¢L then we put 
B ~' = 'the c.b.s, of B generated by {!lq~e(t, &/~, fi)l!: c~ ~. On, F-- formula 
of £gZF, U ~ ~t~}', 
Ass~me until the end of Section 3.1, that B is a c.b.a, in ~,14 and G is B-generic 
over .~g. 
Proposition 3.8 [3.9]. If X={y:.t~[G]~E(x,y)} is an inner model of A~[G], 
~,~ _c_ X; ~ ~ ~l~ and vales(t) = x, then (HOD ~¢~)x =,,/~[G ~ B~"]. 
Note. If E is "x := x', then B 1~~3=-- B*. 
Let (B,,),,o-a be a decreasing family of c.b.s, of B. Let X = 
f) {~,t~[G </L] :  a <a}. Ther~ X is an inner model o{ ~g[G] (by [3.9]). X is defined 
by the following formula: 
E(.v, w)~ (~f)(~x)(::ly)(v = (y, x, f) & func(/) 
& dora(f) = x & (Va e x)(w ~ U[y (3 f(a)])). 
Clearly, U plays role of ¢/~, f(a) = B,, x = I. 
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Definition 3.6. Let everything be as above. 
r~o ={(a, a): a ~ Bo}, 
v "~ '~- - .~-~ 
to a name s.t. l[to = (Ft~,,, A, (Bo)~<At= ~. 
We define the derivative of the family (B~)o<x to be Bf~'% We denote it by 
(t~)~*. 
Proposition 3.9 [3.9 and 3.10]. (i) (HOD vg) ×=..4¢[G f)(B,,)x*], 
(ii) * c: (B,,)x - N~<a B,. 
Definition 3.7. B°=B,  B"~=(B '~ '~)  *, B ;'~ = (B~'~"~)~.* 
Theorem 3.10 [3.10 and 10.2]. Let Xo=d1[G], 
x~ =~t~[G n B~'],  x~ = N {~[G r~B'~ q: c, <;t}. 
Then X~'s Jbrm a decreasing definable fatuity of inner models of ~[G] ,  X~+~ = 
(HOD ~)  x,, for all ~, and ~x = ~ {X~: a<a} for all limit ~. 
Note. We shall often write (HOD~M3 *~c;t instead of X~. 
Corollary 3.11. I f  h < ~ + and B is (~, ~)-distributive we can define B ~ = ~1,~.:~ B", 
and then 
HOD~./d=d~[GV~BX], also (,B'~)~:=(BX) *. 
Proo[. The result follows easily by Proposition !.7 and Corollary 1.8. 
C~ol lary  3.f~2. I f  ~ ~ ~. then the sequence HODS.@ is constant for ¢x ~ ~ ~. 
Proof. HODeM = HOD6+~A/ implies that the sequence is constant for a ~>~3. 
Also HOD ~+ ~ = d~[G D, B ~ ~], and B ~ ~ * g B. Since a < (3 implies B '~ ~ ~ B r~ ~, 
the sequence cannot descend more than ~¢" steps. 
P~op~il ion 3.13. Assume that Bo, B~ are c.b.a.'s s.t. ~o~,  B~ is ~'-closed for 
some ~' ~ ~, ~ < (~')~. Assume also that Ho x H~ is Bo x B~-.generic over ~,  and for 
a,i ~<X 
(HODS, *, ~m~'~n""'~-, _. ~,q."r~'~*~ ,, *-, C~Ho][BT" ~H, ]  
Then 
(HOD%ft) ~'~"'/'',~ = f'q 2~[B',; .t a H,,][B} C~ H,]. 
~<h 
Proof. '~_': For any X'~,k B~'= l'-h~<x, B~ +~ is a c.b.s, of any B~ '+t. Thus 
J4[B'~*' ('1Ho][B ~" f"~ Hal G d~[B~ ÷1 f3 Ho][B7 ~' if/H1 ]. 
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'~_': ff oto<A, then 
o~o+l c~ +I  HOD *c_./d[Bo,, f~Ho][B~o+'~H,]. 
For A > ~ > a~) 
t IOD"+~ ~[Ba  ''+~  Hc][B~ +' ~ H,], 
SO 
HOD~G ~ M[Ba ,,+' nHo][B? +~ nH,] .  
D<X 
By Proposition 1.7 and Corollary t.8 the right-hand side equals ~[B~ ,,~ (~ Ho] ~ 
[B~ ~ H~]. Finally 
~on~ ~ ~[~a -~''~no][~n~]. 
t~o(~ 
3.2 
The following part contains a version of Theorem 1 [4.9], which we will use ifi 
the next chapter. 
Def in i t ion  3.8.  Let a be a set in ~¢t. 
C(a) =If:  func(f) & dom f~_ co & ~<co& rng f_c a}. 
C(a) is called the collapsing algebra generated by a. 
Note. C(a) ordered by inverse inclusion is a notion of forcing which collapses a
o~lto co. 
Theorem 3.14. Let ./dCZFC, o<On,  y~.// and Lo[y]~" ZF-. Assume also y~ 
L,,[y] and 0 ~ ~/~.  Let (C, ~<) ~ Lo[y] and iet G be C-generic over .~. If H is 
C(o)-generic over ~(G),  then there exists K which is C(o)-generic ove~ AI and 
.*{[G ][H] = ~g[K]. 
Proof. There is a canonical isomorphism C(p) x C(O) = C(O), so there are Ho, H1 
sA. Hox Hi is C(p)× C(p)-generic over A4[G] and :t~[G][HJ=At[G][?Io][H1]. 
Also A~[G, Ho]~=co, and J~[G, Ho]~L~,[y][G]=to. Since L~[7]~ZF-, 
L,,[y][G] = vale; (Lo[y]). 
By the product lemma (Proposition 1.2), H~ is C(0)-generic ol,'er A~[G, Ho], and 
(since ~=o)) there is i :C(o)-~C(co) s.t. H '= i (H0  is C(co)-generic over 
At[G, Ho] ano At[G Ho][g'] =~[G,  No, H~]. 
Applying again the product lemma: 
/diG, Ho][H'] = ~[Ho][G][H'] =./~[/-/o][H'][ G ] = .a[/-/0, H'][G]. 
C is countable in A4[Ho, H']. By Remark 4.5.2 [3], any separative and atomless 
countable C contains a dense subset isomorphic to C(co), hence roo.(C)= 
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r.o.(C(~o)). Therefore there is O '  C(w)-generic over ~[Ho,  H ' ]  sA. ~[Ho,  H ' ]× 
[(3] = ~[Ho,  H ' ] [G ' ] .  
Finally ~a[G, H]  = 24[Ho, H', G'] and K, defined as Ho x H '  × G ' ,  is C(O) x 
C(o)×C(a~)-gener ic  over ~ (by the: product  lemma). Since C(p)= 
C(0)x  C(o~)x C(o)), the theorem is proven.  
3.3 
Theorem 1 [5,1] has to be quoted here, because it will be used later. 
Assume that B is a c.b.a, in ~ i  G is B-gener ic  over M,, x c~.a[G], ~ is a name 
for x (i.e. val~ (.~) = x), /~ ~ ~¢. Let ~ == {~r"G : ~r e At~t B }. 
Definit ion 3.9. For  H~N we define: 
T'(H) = {(t, val,a(t)): t ~ A* & rank(t)-<, rank(2) & tit ~ TC{2}II ~ H}, 
T(H) = {(b, Z): b ~ H & Z ~ T'(H) & ~ < w}, 
T= t..j {T(H): He  N& val~(.~) = x}. 
Theorem 3.15. (i) ~[T]  = (HOD ~[x] )  "a~ i, 
(ii) CF, ~} is a homogeneous notion of forcing in A/IT], T(G) is T-generic over 
~,/~[T] and ,~[G]  = .k/[T][T(G)], where (b, Z) <-r (b', Z') ~ b -~ b' & Z ~ Z'. 
Remark  3.16. T ¢ V~ O./R[ G],  where ~-~ = max(rank(2 ), rank(B)) + 1 I. 
3.4 
The next part is devoted to the proof of the main theorem of Chapter  3, This 
theorem states that there are not too many classes OD(o4~Ux) it', a generic 
extension of :g via a c.b.a. B ~.  We shall prove that there are at most 2 ~ such 
classes. 
Definit ion 3.10 [7.2 and 7.3]. For x ~<? ~R we se! 
~Q (x) = 1~ ~- AuI t3 : tier{ x ) = x tt :::: "~ }. 
Definit ion 3.11. (i) For b ~ B, let T(b) = {ere Aut B: Oda ~ ~-  b)(o'a := a)}. 
(ii) For x, y ~.~,L, let (x, y)U denote the canonical term z s.t. llz = (x, Y)II = {- 
Definit ion 3.12. if ~~ ~-_=. Aut B and y eJg,  we deflate 
II g2, Yll =- sup{Itz ~ ~ Ytl/x-../,, [Iz,, ~ YlI: z, ~:. 'IV'( y ) & .(t ((z,, . . . . .  z,,)" ) ~ .Q}. 
Let ~ denote the closure of g2 g Aut/3.  (For the definition see [7.1].) L~ g Aut  B 
is said to be closed (subgroup) it7 aQ = ~. 
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Propos i t ion  3,17 [7.2]. (i) O((x, y)n)= i2(x) C~D,(y), 
(ii) If  we define F(F2)={(f'(Fr~L. 1): o-~,0}, 'hen O(y)=O(F(F2(y))), 
(iii) f2(~) = Aut B for all z ~ :l~. 
Note. Fn was introduced in Definition 3.6. 
Theorem 3.18 [7.3]. For all x, y ~ ~,  
llx ~ OD ~¢/{y}[[ = sup{b: ~(x) ~ aQ(y) Iq T(b)}. 
Theorem 3,19 [7,311, t~b~r all x, y ~.~¢t, 
fix ~ OI)~tytl = sup{b/~llO, YII: O is a closed subgroup of Aut B and 
12(x) ~_ O ~ T(b)}. 
Note. 'Closed subgroup' will be abbreviated as c.s.g. 
Fact  3 .20  [7.3] .  [Ix ~_ OD ,gy  ~ (~z~ . . . . .  z,, ~ y)(x ~ OD.~{(z~ . -  • z,~) ~ }I[ = ~. 
P ropos i t ion  3.21 [7.4]. Let y, z be terms in d~, assume also that I[F2, yll = I[0, zll for 
all c.s.g. O ~_ Aut B. Then 
(OD ~/O valc~ (y))~,r~:l =(OD ~ U val~ (z))~c~ , 
for any B-generic over ~ set G. 
The next theorem strengthens a bit the results of Grigorieff. 
Theorem 3.22 (cf. [, ..@. Lct B be a c.b.a, in .a, where dt satisfies ZFC. Then for 
m_~y Xo~d~[G], where G is B-generic over .a, there exists yosd~[G] s.t. TC(yo)~ < 
2 ~, and (OD ~ U yo) ~t~ = (OD d~ U Xo) ~t~. 
ProoL  Proposition 3.21 is the key to the proof. If x is a name for Xo, then we will 
construct a name y for Yo s.t. l[~Q,~vl/=tigLx[I for all c.s.g, g2 of AutB.  Since 
~)<~2 ~ implies TC(valG(y))~<2B, it will suffice to find y with the above 
properties. 
The construction of y will be done in two steps. 
Let y' = {((F(~(z)), ~)~, Itz ~ xtt): z ~ dora x}, and let z' = (F(aQ(z)), ~)~ for z ~ 
dora x, 
Claim. JlS~, y 'l[ = Ill2, xjj for all c.s.g, of Aut B. 
Proof of the claim. It suffices to show that [[z ~ xit = I[z'~ y'l[ and notice that 
Proposition 3.17 implies that 
l~((F(12(z)), z') r~) --- O(F(O(z))) f'~ 1"2(~) = 12(z) fqAut B = O(z). 
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We evaluate Ilz' e Y'll = Z~.~ao,~' y'(w) l[w = z'tt. dom y' consists of pairs 
(F(f2(t)), ~')u, t ~ dom x. Therefore 
ftw = z'l[ = I lr(o(t)~ = F(n(z ) )  & ~ = ~t~, 
where w = (F(O(/)), [) ' .  But the va~ue 
{~, if 7~ ~, 
117=~11= {, i f~=~, 
hence Ilz'e y'll = y'(z') = llz ~ xtl. And this proves the claim. 
We can enumerate the elements of y', so y' = {(F(O(zO), ~0 r', b0: i<  8}, where 
gJ is a cardinal number a~.d b~'s belong to B. 
For fixed F(O(z~o)) we can uniformize the relation A~ ~, where Ai,, = 
{(F(O(z~o)), ~)n, b~)e y'}. So we obtain &~,,g A~o.s.t. for every b~ there is exactly 
one (F(O(zi,,)), ~i)u s.t. the pair ((F(Oz~,)), ~)t~, b~)~ y'. 
We set 
&, = {((V(O(z,,,)), ~)~, b,): ((V(O(z,0), ~,)", ~,)e &,,} 
We finally define y=~o<~A~, .  Then y=g{(v , t )U :v~AutBx{~}, tsB}xB,  
therefore the power of TC(y) is less than 2 ~. 
Now, it suN.ces to show that 1[0, Y[t = It& Y'I[ for all c.s.g. O of Aut B. This is 
done bz the same argument as in the case of y'. Let t~ =(F(O(z~)), ~)n, then 
lit, ~ yt[ = b~ = Ilzf~ y'[l, because we have uniformized A?  ~ . As previously 
O(t,) = r , ( ( /~(O(z,)) ,  6,)% = O(z , )  = O(z ; ) .  
Corolla~ 3 .~.  I[ ~ ,  then /br any te~[G] ,  there is ue V,~m~At[G ], u~; 
V~+m~(HOD ~t3  t) *~¢;~ s.t. 
(HOD At~J t) *t¢;~ = (HOD ~U u) -"~1. 
ProoL Put xo = t, then u = Yo (given by the ~heorem) belongs to ~,;~,.mf~At[G]. 
Clearly, OD At tO u = OD At Li t, implies HOD At tO u = HOD At tO t. u is contained 
in V~+ ~o Cl (HOD At U t)"~c;~ by' the l)efinition 3.2 of HOD At U x. 
Corollary 3.24. If X_  At[G] is a class ~br At[G], /~ -<- ~c 
X e At[G]), then 
HOD(At LI X) = HOD(At Lt (V~ ,~ m rq HOD(At U X))). 
(in particular, if 
Proot~ (cf. [7.4, Lemma 1]), By the replacement we have 
HOD At, U X :-- l.] I t tOD At tO (X f3 V,): ~ < On}. 
Applying Corollary 3.23: for t=XfqV~ we can find u~_ V~+~o s.t. 
HOD At tO (X f-I "~ ) = HOD At LI u, also u c_ V~ + m C/HOD At (J (X f3 V,). Thus 
HOD AtUX = U {HOD AtO ((HOD AtU (X f3 V,~)) fq V~+m): a <On}. 
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Clearly, 
(HOD At U (X 53 V.)) f) V. + to - (HOD At t..I X) CI V~ + :to, 
and the coro!tary follows. 
Corollary 3.25 (cf. [7.4, Theorem 2), Under the above assumptions: For every 
t ~G]  there is u~ V.+~ f3d/[G] s.t. HODvt~[t ]=HOD At[u]. 
PgooL HOD At[t] = HOD AttYFC({t}) is a~ inner model of At[G] (by Proposition 
3A), V.+ m CIHOD At[t]~ HOD At[t], and HOD At[t] = HOD At[V~+~o f-) 
HOD ~[t]]  by Corollary 3.24. 
3.5 
The theorem which appears below corresponds to Grigorieff's Theorem 4 [9.3]. 
Theorem 3~26. Let G be B-generic over At, ~ ,  At~ZFC. Let X~_At[G], 
X ~ ZF, X = (HOD/~ t2 X) ~tG I. 
Then X is a class for At[G] and there is x~ V~+zaf~X sA. X=At[x].  
ProetL X is a class for At[G] by ~Nneorem 3 [9.1], hence Xfq V~ f~d~[G]~At[G]. 
Since X = U {X f3 V~ : a < On}, and 
X~ ~J {HOD ~/4,[X f3 V,~]: a <On}~_ HOD AtU X = X, 
By the proof of Corollary 3.25, 
HOD A~[X fq V. ] = HOD d~[ V.~ ~o fq HOD At[ V. fq X]]. 
So we have that 
X == ~J {HOD At[X fq V. ]: a < On} _~ HOD At[X f3 V~ +~] ~ X. 
Therefore X = (HOD At[X fq V.+~,])'*~I. 
By Theorem 3.15 and Remark 3.16; 
(~ "I'e V~ F~ X)(HOD,,/~,[X f3 V. ~. ~,]).-r(~ =~[T] ,  
where 
fl = max(rank(X f3 ~,~ ,.~), rank(B)) + 11 = ~ + 22. 
3.6 
Remark 3,~7. Let Bo, B~ be c.b.a.'s in At~AC, /3 a c.b.s, of B~. Assume that 
/~0~ :~, and B~ is ~-ck;aed. Then B is (~, ~)-distributive in any submodeI At[x] of 
At[Ho] (x ~ At[H~]), where Ho is Bo-generic over ~t. 
Proof. B~ can be considered as a subset of On. The (~, A)-distributivity of B is 
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defined as: 
rl E ,,o~--- X II ,o.,<o,, 
c~<~ 13<,k f~%k ~<~ 
where u~'s  belong to B. Let U={u~,o:/3 <)t, a <~} be an element of ~t[x], 
~t[U]gAC,  hence by Proposition 3.3 ~[U]= ~[A  ~ Ho] for some c.b.s A of Bo, 
but then, by the Easton's lemma (Proposition 1.10), Bx is still (~, ~)-distributive 
over M[U], so for all X e On 
~w~ H E .~.= X H ~.,,.~,, 
¢i <~ ~<h f ~ c, .~  
because B is a c.b.s, of Bt. Thus 
~tx~ II X .oo~ X I1 ~o.~,o,. 
a<~ (~<A f~X a<~ 
Since the opposite inequality always holds, the remark is proven. 
Theorem 3.28. Let Bo, B~ be c.b.s.'s in .~g~ZF+V=L,  /~o~<~, B~ is 
~*=o) ....... ~:-closed. Assume that Ho'XH~ is Bo~B~-generic over ~ and, for 
~<~<K*, 
(HOD ~ + ~)~ " J  = ~[Ho ~ B ~ ~~ ] 
and 
(HOD ~ ~ ~[H~ ~ B~ +~]) ~m' ' 'q  ~ ~ ~ q = .~[H~ ~B~X+~ ][Ho~Bo,~]., 
Assume also that there is yx s.t. rank(yx)~ +22 and 
(HOD x)~t~,,l =~[Yx ], 
(HO~ ~)-"'',,~'~ = m[y . ] [g ,  a ~] 
and 
(HODX~[H~ ~ BX 3)-atso,~,~ - ar , ~r H ~ BX ~ l J  - -a  LYh Jk  1 t J "  
Then there is Yx+~ s.t. 
(HOD x. ~).aI,j = ~[Yx, ~] 
and 
(HOD x ~).a~-,,.-,I _ ~r__ tyx+ Id t '  arB~~ ~ QHt].  
Proof. Let Yx+ l be s.t. (HOD x + ~)~ " J  = Jd[yx+l]. We show below that the second 
equality of the conclusion of the tlleorem hoids. 
'~_': At[yx] =.~[VK.+a3] is a defina!~le subclas.~ in ~[y~][H1 V/B~]. As in Proposi- 
tion 3.6 we can argue that H~ ¢'~B) 'l is defi~.able. We only need to notice that 
~[H~fqB~] is a definable subclas~ of ~g[yx][H~f'lB~']. We give some details 
below: 
By Theorem [6.1] there is a notion of forcing ~ s.t. ~[H0]  is a generic extension 
of ~[y~] via ~. 
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Claim. Rank of ~ is less or equal ~o, ,~+ 12. 
We will ,.(~rove the claim later. Now, assume it is true. Then x ~-d~[H~ n B~J iff 
(::IH' B]~-g¢neric over M[Yx]) x (x ~ dg[H'] & ~[yx] [H ' ]  = .~['¢x][H~ n B]]). This 
gives the d~finition of M[H~ fqB~]. 
It suffices then to show that H~ n B~ ~ ~t[H']. Let D be D-generic over gg[yx] 
s.t. M[ys][D] =At[H0]. Then, (by Remark 3.27) since B~ is 0¢*, o~)2distributive, D 
is D-generic over ~[y:,][H~ RB~]. But then At[Ho][H']=At[Ho][H~B~], what 
implies, as we have proven in Proposition 3.6, that H~ f3 B~d,g[H'] i.e. Ag[H']= 
~[n, n ~]. 
Proo[ o~ the claim. By Proposition 3.3 it suffices to show that there is H s.t. 
d~[Ho, H I  is a generic extension of ~[Yx] via a notion of forcing T s.t. rank T~ <
~o~.2~ + 11. Since then .~[y~,] ~_ ~[Ho]  ~ ~[Ho,  HI,  and Ag[Ho] must be an exten- 
sion of .~[ya] v~a 9 D contained in r.o.(T). 
Let Gox G~ be C( iG .a0x  C(V~+z0-generic over M[Ho]. Then there are two 
reals to, r~ s.t.M.[ri] = At[yx][Gi], i=  0, 1. And, by the product lemma M[Yx] = 
~t[r~]nAt[r~]. M,~[:i]~_.,tt[Ho][OoXG~], so by Proposition 3.3 there are D~ = 
(Bo*(C(V,+20 x C(V,+zO))/r~ s.t. the biggest model is a generic extension of ~[r~] 
via D~, i =0,  1. Ciearly, each D~ ~_ V~+=z. 
Let D~ be k~-gzneric over ~[r~] s.t. M[Ho][Gox G~]=~[r~][D~]. 
Let H be C(o,,+,.z)-generic over d~[Ho]. By Theorem 3.14 there exist Ko, K~ 
s.t. each K~ is C(~o~+=~)-generic over d~[r~] and 
dt[no][H] = ~tt[r,][D,][H] = At[r,][K,], i = 0, 1. 
(In details: r~ plays role of y, dd[r~] of d~, D~ is <G ~), so D~ ~ Lo[r~], for some p, 
3 = ¢%+22, i.e. C(p)= C(~o~ 22)-) 




(HOD ~t[r~]) ~'~'~r:'~ =.a[r,], i =0, 1. 
(HOD ~t[r~]) ~'~rr~'~'m- = o~[r,], i = 0, 1. 
(HOD At[ yx ])X'mo't~ l G (HOD ~¢~[ro]) ~G' 'm f-t (HOD d{[r~]) ~tGm.  
(HOD d~[ya]) : '~,, 'm = ¢~[ya ].
And by Theorem 3.15 there is T s.t. rankT~(o ,+2z+l l ,  and ,tt[Ho, H] is a 
generic extension of d4[ya] via T. 
"~': HOD ~n~d ~ (HOD ~[B~ +~ ~ H~]) ~t~O.  ~[yx][B~ ~ H~] is an 
extension of M[ys ][B ~ ' ~ ~ H~] via the homogeneous notion of forcing S(B~*~ ~ 
H0,  so 
HOD .~[B~ +~ ~ H~] ~ (HOD d~[B~ +~ ~ H~]) a~J~ '~3 
(by ~oposit ion 3.4). 
Now, it remains to show that 
(HOD ~[~+'  ~ n~]) "~,~ ' '~" ,~ =.a[y~ +,l int +' ~ H,]. 
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We know that 
~[Y~][B~ +'n  H~] = n * [~V'  nHo] [ i~  +' lqHt]. 
¢~ <k 
We have only to check that under the assumptions of the theorem the derivatives 
of (B~+~)x computed in ~!, and computed in ~[B~*~H~]  are the same. This is 
shown in the proof of Theorem 3.29 below. 
Theorem 3.29. Let Bo, B~ be c.b.a.'s in d~ZF+ V = L, Assume that ~3o~ ~¢, B~ is 
~¢*=~o ...... +~2-closed, B is a c.b.s, of B-t, B~.  l~t H .x f !~ be B .x  B~.~gene&: 




(HOD ~ + ,)~[n,,~ = ~[Ho n ~ ~, +'] 
(HOD "+'~t[/-/] ~[mt"'~] = ~[H] [Ho  n B~ +']. 
also that yx is s,r rank yx ~+22,  and 
A4[yx ] = (HODX ff :t"''I, d~[yx ]IN] = (HODXTA[H]) o"t" t~'%~. 
(HOD ~ + ~./g[N]).a~-,,~ru7 = (HOD x '- ')-"mo][H]. 
ProoL By the results mentioned in Section 3.1. it suffices to show that the 
derivative of (B~+~)x is the same, if computed in ~ or in M[H]. Because then, by 
Theorem 3.10, the equality in the statement of Theorem 3.29 holds. 
We show below the equality of the derivative of (B~ +~)x in both ~nodels. 
Definition For any a t=On- -o ,  let N( ja )=a,  Nt~.~(~)=N~(~)', Nx(a)= 
LJ~<~G(~)- 
Lemroa 0. Let Ho be Bo-generic over ~g~-ZF+ V = L, ~o~ ~, t ~ A~[H0], rank t ~ a, 
a ~ x. Then _,~V ~['1~ ~ _~ L~l [ t ] ,  ~for any ~1E On. 
ProoL By induction on O. If ~ = 0, or ~l-limit, then the conclusion easily follows. 
Assume it holds for ~. We shall show that ~t holds for ~ + 1. 
Let x~L[t] ,  x~ Vo~+n+v, then x~DefL~[ t ]  for some ~ and we can assume 
w.l.o.g, that ~N, , (a ) .  If M< L~ and S~(a)~M,  and M is the smallest such 
model, then, as in Lemma 3.31, we can argue that M[t]<L~[t]. Also 
(V~'<R, (a ) )  (L~v[t]~M[~]) because ~'~M[t ]  and t~M[t].  Therefore x~ 
V,o,~ ~ M[t], by the induction hypothesis. Heace 
y~x~L~[t ]~(y) ,  y~x~M[t ]~.y )~ and wy~wx~Lw[t ]~O(wy) ,  
where w"M = Lo,, and v is the collapsing map. But wy = y, wt = t, ~x = x, so 
y~x~L~, [ t ]~(y) .  But ~ '<~, (a ) - " .  Therefore x6L~,+~[t] and Vo+,~+t~ 
L~.~ ,~[ t]. 
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Let us consider these two models: .~t[£][Ho] and ,,R[Ho]. Let 
X~ = f~ (HOD"~[ / / ] )  ~tl~lrH,,l, X2 = ~ (HOD~;; a~,,]. 
~ ¢x<~ 
By the assumption of the theorem X~=~[~][yx]  and Xa=~[yx] .  We want to 
compute (HOD ~a[N]) x~ and (HOD) x~. By Theorem 3.10 in either case it ~*affices 
to compute the derivative of (Bg*~)x, but first in d£[~], and then in ~ (cf. Section 
3.1). We shall show that they are equal. 
¢/~e~+ 1~ I~t t~0 ~ be the derivmive in ~[~] ,  and let t~,~-*-ta~ oo ~x be the derivative in ~.  
Let E~(x, y) mean y e L[N][x] and E~(x, y) mean y e L[x], and 
X~ ={y: ~[~,  Ho]¢E~(yx, y)}, i=0 ,  1. 
Let t be the name of Yx in ~.  Since B is (~*, ~)-distributivc, t is also the name 
for Yx in ~[~] .  By Proposition 3.8 and Theorem 3.10 we have: 
(B3*~)~=B~ ~,'' and (B~+~)~-B~ ' '  
Recall that Bg," is the c.b.s, of Bo generated by [l~,(t, &~,  ~)[I where a ~ On, F is 
a formula of ZF, and u~.a[~] .  B [  ~'' is the c.b.s, of Bo generated by 
ll~z~(t, & ~, fi)~[ where a, F are as above and u e L. 
X~ ~e~(Yx, a, E u) says V, ~F(u), 
~z~(Y,, a, E u) says V~F(u)  (c.f. Section 3.1 for details). 
Let ff~z~(Y~, a F, u) say L,[N][ya]~F(u), and ffz~(Yx, a, E u) say L~[yx]~F(u). 
Define B~ z~'' to be the c.b.s, of Bo generated by t~ffz,(t, &, L fi)l[ where u e~[N]  
and ~ is a limit ordinal bigger than N~+23(~). ~et ~" be the c.b.s, of Bo 
generated by [[~(t,  ~, if; ~])[l, where ~ is a limit ordinal bigger than R~+~3(~) and 
u ~ L. We have then four c.b.s.'s of Bt). Iv order to prove the theorem we need to 
show the following two c la~s:  
n~ ~t ~ ~t~a. t  ~ Claim 1. ~o'  -~o  and B~ ~'= ~z.,  5~ 0 z . 
Claim 2. f i~" -  fi~'" ~0 - -  ~0  ~ • 
~ae,. ,_~.. ,  and therefore Having proven the claims we conclude that o -~o- ,  
(HOD A~[N]) x, = ~[N] [Ho O B~,"], and (HOD) x~ = A~[Ho ~ Bg,,'], and hence 
(HOD a + ~[N])~u~t~.n~ = ( I tOD ,~ + ~)-"~uo~[N]. 
Pro4 of Claim 1. We first sho~ Bg ,'~ -u ' ~Bo" .  Let V~F(u) fo r  some u~ 
J~[N]. . . . .  There is cub class in On of ordinals ~ s.t. L¢[N][valuo(O]= V~,X, and 
V~,eF(u)~V~,g(F(u)) v- (X~=~[N][val~o(t)] here). We pick such ~. Then 
[l~e,(t,& K a)~l~tt~,~,(t, ¢,(~)':,, a)tl, because this equivalence holds for any Ho 
Bo-generic over ~[H~]. 
It remains to show the opposite inclusion. Let Ho be any Bo-generic over 
A/[H~] ultrafilter. If a >R,+z3(K), then by Lemma 0: 
L[i~'l[val~oO )] _ L~ [H][V~.z, ] -  L~ [I-I][val~,o(t)]. 
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(We use also the fact that 2N is 0¢*,o0-distributive in .~[~al~to(t)], also 
rank(valtt,~{0) < ~ +23.) Thus for u e L[N],  ¢ ~ a, we have 
L~[N][valu,,(t)]gF(u) iff V~(F(u) )  c~t~v~'~;~. 
This implies that 
t~,(t,  ~, ~, a)ll = ~( t ,  ~, (~&~"~-~, ~)ll. 
The second equality of the claim follows by exactly the same argument, 
The pro4 of Claim. 2. In order to prove the equality ~g," ~:~," ~ ,~,0 i! suffices to 
find H' e L, and for any a, u e L [N]  a pair ¢~', u' e L s.t. for any B0-generic over 
~[H~] set Ho, and any formula F: 
L~[N][valu,,(t)]gF(u) iff L~.[H'][valt,,,(t)]~F(u'). 
Because then the value I1~¢~, , K a~l must be equal to [[~,(t, fi, ~#', a')lt, where 
F' says in L0,[valu,,(/)] that F(u') is satgfied in L,,[H'][valt~,,(t)], and ~ = 
(¢~, ~2, a'), where ~2 is the number of H '  in the well-ordering of L, also fi~, a 
must be ordinals greater than R~+:s(~). This will prove ~,"~ ~g~'L 
The opposite inclusion follows by the fact (cf. the proof of Claim 1) that 
L[valno(t)] is a definable subclass of L[valm(t)][N ] (L[valm(t) ] = L[ % ~:3]). ~us  
I I~(t,  ~, K a)ll = II~,(t, a, (p),.r,e, a)ll. 
so, it su~ces to find the above H', ~', u'. Let u be a fixed limit ordinal greater 
than R~+:s(~). We also fix u. W.I.o.g. we can assume that ~>rank  N. We want 
also to argue that we can assume w.l.o.g, that L,~[N] (and hence L~[N][Ho] and 
L~[fl][y~]) is a model of ZF-. Because, if L,~[I~][val,,,(t~]~F(uL then, for some 
¢~ >~ s.t. Lts[N][val,o(t)]eZF, we have 
L~ [N][val~,,(t)] ~(F(u)) c.,f~rv. . :~, 
which is a formula with parameters u, ~I ~ L[N], ~, ~. 
We start with some remarks concerning the constructibility in non-ltansitive 
structures. 
Let L~[X]~ZF.  Then L~[X] is closed under the operator Def i.e. if y ~ L~,[X], 
then Def(y, e)eL~[X].  Thus, if M< L~[X], then M is also closed under Def. 
Let Constr(x) mean 'x is constructible'. Constr(x) is a formula of ~zF (cf. [1] 
for example). V = L-= (Vx)Constr(x) is also a formula of set theory. Also x =~ L¢~ 
can be written as a formula Constr(x,/3) of set theory. Thus, if M-~ L,~,[X], M 
satisfies the formula (V/3)(~x)(x =: L~). Also L~ = L~ (fo~ /3 e M), by the elemen- 
trary inclusion of M in L~[X]. L ~a is naturally defined as (~ra  L,ra) ~, and this 
definition can be carried out in M (x~I.. ~a iff (~z)(~[3)(Constr(z, [3)&x~ z)). 
Thus Lr~<L~ (L,~4) iff L~[X]e(~b) c i f f  M~(¢b) c i f f  L~b,  where ek =~b(p), 
p ~ L~4). Therefore (~c~' ~ ¢~)(L ~4 -~ L~,). 
Since ~x = L~[Y]' can be written as a formula Co~.str(Y, x, a) of set theory, we 
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can define the relativized constructible hierarchy L~[Y], X e M: 
L~+~[ Y] = Def((Ly[Y], ~, Y n L~[~) )  U ((Vo+~ nTC(Y) ) -  V~); 
the union at the limit stages. We note that, if ¢ + 1 ~ M and rank Y~; [3; then 
L~[Y]=Lo,[Y] for ~ '~.  Also, if YeM,  then L~[Y]=Le[Y], for ¢~M,  
because M-4 L~[X]. Moreover M= L~[M]. 
We define M[Y] as L~[Mx{0}U Yx{l}], but we will only consider models 
M[Y] when rank Y~,  for some ~ + 1 ~M.  Moreover Y will be given by a 
generic over M ultrafilter Ho~Bo, and TC({Bo})~ M. Also the dense classes of 
Bo will be the same as in L,[X]. 
We note that in this case M[Ho] will be the smallest ZF- model, with the same 
ordinals as M, s.t. M is c~ntained in it, and H~) belongs to it. (The standard proof 
works here, cf. [5], for example.) 
i , e~a 3.30. If (M', {U'})< (L~[H], {H}), then 
(i) U' = ~,  
(ii) There is M s.t. M'= M[N], and M= L~,), for some a' ~a. 
(iii) If ~ '~*  and M' e L[N], then M'=L~[H'], for some H'~L. 
Pr~L  (i) Lo [N]gV= L[N], so M'~V=L[U'], but then U '= ~. 
(ii) M'~ V = L[x], so let M = L ~', then M< L~ and there is a '  ~ a s.t. M = L~. 
(by the condensation lemma). 
(iii) Follows by the fact that B is (~*,~)-distributive, H '= ~(N) (~ is the 
collapsing map) must be of power less than ~* i.e. in L. 
Let Y0 = val,,,(t), where .Ho is a geueric over At[Hi] ultrafilter contained in Bo. 
Lemma 3,31. Let M[H] be the Skolem hull of ~* w.r.t. L,~[H] (i.e. r~ ~M[H]) .  
Then M[H][yo]< L~[H][ya]. 
Proof. 
Claim. Iv~/l][Ho]< L,~[H][Ho]. 
Proof of the claim. Let L~[H][Ho]~xdo(x, p) with p ~ M[H, Ho]. By the 'truth 
lemma', there is b~Ho s.t. b[&&(~,O). By the "definability lemma ", there is a 
formula Forc(b', &', £', O) s.t. for any b', &', ~', O' the ground model satisfies it iff 
b'l~tb'(.~', ~'). So, L,[H]~Forc(b, &, ~, O) (for these particular &, ~, O, b), i.e. 
L,[H]~Forc(b,~b,~,O), so does M[H], but then bi?&(~,O) for some ~ 
M[H], hence M[H][Ho]~&(valn,(~), p). ~is  proves the claim. 
~t  fo be any name for Yo, e.g. fo = t. Let L~[H][Yo]~x&(x, p), p ~ M[H, Yo], 
then again b ~ &(~, O) v~*~l~%~, for some b e Ho, hence 
~ 
L , [~]~ Forctb, ~v~m~,,~, , 0), 
and 
M[~]g~o Fore(b, ~vr~jr%~, 2o, ~), 
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i.e, 
M[t~][Ho] ~ (,~(val~o(X~,~, p)),,t,,x,,,~, 
i.e. 
M[.f/][yo] ~ 6(Xo, P). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.31. 
So now, if L~[yo][H]gF(u), we have that I.,,[yo][H']gF(u'), where u '~ L, by 
the same argument which shows that H'e  L, tu' is the collapse of u). 
Since this holds for any Ho Bo-generic over d4[H~], we conclude that: 
I1g~ [;o][/~3 ~ f~'(a)lt "; IIg,~,f~0].f.f¢'] ~~'( a')lt. 
So finally Claim 2 and Theorem 3.29 are proven. 
4. Ordinal definability II 
In this part we prove the theorem which describes the structure of iterated 
HOD when the universe is obtained by product of two generic sets. We use here 
the results from the previous section. The second part of the chapter generalizes 
the obtained results to the case when one forces with a proper class. 
4.0 
Theorem 4t.1. Let Bo, B~ be c.b.a?s it,, ~(/~ZFC+ V=L,  ~o<~. Let B~ be 
~ * = ~o~ ....... ~ ~-closed. Let Ho >'. H~ be Bo>~ B~-generic over .~, and a ~On. Then 
there exists y~ e~[Ho,  H~] s.t. 
(l) (HOD"A~[H1 ~B])~"~'~'"~'mm=~[y~][H~B], for any c.b.s. B of B~. 
(2) For every ~ ~w~+aa s.t. L~ ~ZF, L~[y~] = (HODS) L~tn'~. 
(3) ~[y~] = (HOD~)  "fno~. 
ProoL Since (3) follows by (1) (B = {(~, ~}), it sutfices to show the firsl .,vo points. 
Assume that the theorem holds for c~'s less than )~. We shall show it holds for ,~. 
We shall find Yx s.t. (HODXA/)~I~,;I=d~[yx], where d~ denotes either Lo or 
~t[H~ F/B]. That will prove the theorem. 
Lemma 4.2. Let H be C(n)-generic over ~[Ho]. Then (HOD A/[y]) "~,,m/= ,~t[y], 
for any y A-generic over dl, where A is a c.b.s, of Bo. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.14 (/~ = K, p > K, C = S(Ho FI A)), ~[y][Ho][H] = .t/[y][K], 
where K is C(K)-generic set over d/[y]. Since C(K) is homogeneous, by Theorem 
3.5, (HOD .~[y])~,~,n,,~Ht = d~[y]. 
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temraa  4,3. Let H be as above. 
(A) g 
X = (HOD x aCt[B Cl H t ])~at~,~, ~ u~l, 
then 
X = (HOD(~[B  C~ H1] U X)) ~"~o'~".m. 
(B) tf 
~'"-_ (HOD~)'4H,,~  
then 
X = (HOD(L~ U X)) l"#~°'m ~ . 
ProoL By Theorem 3.10 fer all a <h 
HOD '~ + tAi[B f3 H,]  = .t~[g f'l H~][B~ ~i  n Ho] and 
(HOD '~ + ~) t4~,,'~ = L~ [B~ +~ f-1Ho]. 
Note that the induction hypothesis i used here to make sure that B~ +~ is in both 
cases the same. 
Let X be given by (A) or (B), ~ be an appropriate model. Then .ql./X~_ 
J~[ttof'lB'~+l], for all a <h.  Therefore 
(HOD .aO X)~*-t.'H~G I"1 (HOD .a[Ho ~t B'~+I]) "a[tq,,'H]. 
~<.k  
__  ~+1 Lemma 4.2 (with y -Bo  fqHo) completes the proef. 
Now we apply Theorem 3.26. Let B = Box C(~). Then Hox H is B-generic 
over dL If X is given by (A) or (B) of Lemma 4.3, then, by the last lemma, 
X = HOD d~ U X. X is a model of ZF  because, by the induction hypothes.% the 
sequence HOD".~,  c~<3,, is definable. By the proof of Theorem 3.26 X= 
HOD ./1IX f3 V~+u], but 
xn v,,..~, : v.. ~,~ n FI {L[B~ +1 nSo] :  a<,~} 
is the same in both case (~,¢.o,~+22,~fqV,~+23~_L), Also X=d~[T] ,  and T~ 
L~[Ho] because tS>co,+,.z, and rank ' / '<t¢+22.  So, putting ya=T,  we have 
satisfied both (1) and (2), moreover the sequence HOD%a[Hl fqB] ,  a~<A, is 
uniformly definable, as the sequence (HODS) c,-,m~J is uniformly definable in 
~[Ho,  H1 n ~1. 
This proves the limit case of the theorem. 
The step from a + 1 to a +2 follows immediately by Theorem 3.5 and the fact 
that / - / cannot  add any new automorphism of ~+~,  (cf. Remark 3.27). The step 
from A to ,~ + 1 follows by Theorem 3.29 and Theorem 3.28~ and the present 
theorem proven for a ' s  less than h. 
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.4.1 
Let P~, /<On,  be notions of forcing in d~, Let 
P = 1"I P, = {f: (~t~)(dom f ~_ ~ & (Va)(a e dom f ~ f(a) e P.))}, 
i <On 
As in Section 2.1 we define P ,  and tW. 
Assume that, for each a, ~ ,  ~< ~ and W' is ~:~-closed, where (~,,: a e On) is an 
ascending sequence of cardinals. Let P be ~o-closed, let B = r.o.(P). 
+ 
We are going to define a sequence B% a <~o,  of c.b.s.'s of B s.t. for any 
B-generic over ~ ultrafilter G, we have (HOD%*/) '~fc~l ~= ~[G V111'q. 
Definition 4.1. Algebras A and A' ,  which are c.b.s.'s of B, are said to be locally 
equal, if for any G B-generic over ~,  ~[A  fq G] = ~[A '~ G]. We denote this as 
A =~A'. 
Thus B=~(B)nx(B)' ,  where (B),=r.o.(P,~), and (B)'~=:r.o.(Pn). Also 
B =~ ~J,~o,, (B),. Moreover, since each P~ can be decomposed in the same way 
as P into (P'~)~ × (P ~)~, rl ~ a, 
r.o.(p ~) =, [..J r.o.((P'~),~). 
~q c: On - -~  
Definition 4.2. If A is a c.b.s, of B, and A =~ ~J~o,  (A),, where (A),,'s are 
c.b.s.'s of B, then we define A*= ~n,~o,~ ((A).,)*. 
Propo~i~ion 4,4. Assume Bo, B~ are c.b.a2s in .~I~ZF, ~o~,  Bt is a class in AI,, 
Bol~" ~ is (~, ~)-dist~butive'. Assume that for all ~ ~ On, 
B~(B~),~ ;<(B~) ~ and (~)~ ~n,  
and Box (.~)n fk'(~t) ~ is (~,  ~)-distributive', where (¢n: ~ ~ On) is an ascending 
sequence of cardinNs. 
Let HoXH~ be BoXB~-generic over A~. Let ~[Ho, H~]~ZF. Then 
(HOD ~)*~,,'"',~= ~[Ho ~ B~J[H, ~ B~]. 
Remark 4.5. This is nott~3ng but a version of Proposition 3.6 for the case when B~ 
is a class. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.6 we can argue that H~,f'~B~, Ht C~(Bt),* 
are definable for all q ~ On. This gives '~ .  
On the other hand Bo×B ~ can be de¢amposed, for all r l~On, into 
(Bo×(B0~)×(Bt) ' .  By the proof of Proposition 3.7, and using the fact that 
(Bo × (B~).~)* - *v ~ ~ Bo , , ( (Bon)' ,  (cf. Proposition 3.6), we conclude '~_'. 
Let B ° = B, and assume we have defined B% We are going to define B '~+1. 
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It may be u~ful  to introduce the following convention: The expression 
A =~(.A)n ×(A)  n Should be read: 'there are (A)~ and (A) "~ s,t~, A =~(A)~ ~:(A) "~, 
and (,~),~ ~v~, and (A)~ I~'(~)~ is (~ ,  ~)-distfibmive', where (~,: ~t ~ On) is the 
sequence of cardinals given for B. 
Assume that B '~ satisfies the following induction hypotheses: 
(1) For any ~ ~On,  B" =~ (B'~), x(B~) ~. 
(2) For any ~On,  any a '<a,  (B~), is a c.b.s, of both B ~ and (B~'),r 
(3) For any n cOn,  any n'~n, tB~) "~ =t((B~)'*)n,~((B'~)~)n' a d ((B~)n) " '=  
(B")" ,  and ((B'*)'),c is a c.b.s, of (B'~) n and of ((B~')n)n., for any a '<a.  
(4) (B~Lc=~(B'~'L, x((B'*)"')~,, for any ~, n', ~ '~n.  
(5) B'* =~ Un<a,, (B").,, (B")" =~ U,, '~. ((B~)"),, ', rl e On. 
Remark 4.6. One can easily check that B ° satisfies (1)-(5). 
Assume also that [HOD'~Jd] "ate3 =At[G fqB~], for an G B-generic over d~, and 
that 
(HOD%~).~c; n~mo3 = ~[(B ~ ). ~ G]. 
From now on, let G be any generic ultrafilter on B. 
We define: 
(i) B ~+~= the c.b.s, of B generated by (B~) *. 
(ii) (B~)  ~ = the c,b.s, of B generated by ((B~)'~) *, ~ ~ On. 
(iii) (B~+~L, = ((B~)~) *, ~ ~ On. 
(~v) ((B'~*~)'),¢=(((B'~)'),,') *, n, n' eOm n'~n. 
(v} ((B~'~}~FC={B'~)n', ~?, ~'~ On, ~ '~n.  
We fi~t check that (HOD'~*k~)~c~=,~[G~B~+~]. But this follows by the 
proof of Proposition 3.7. 
Now, we have to check that lhe conditions (1)-(5) are satisfied by B ~+~. (5) 
follows by the proof of Proposition 3.7. 
By Proposition 4.4 we have that 
~HOD~ +~)  "~ = -~[ ( (~ L)* ~ G][~(~')~) * ~ G], 
thus B ~*q :=~ (B¢'+~),~ ~ (B~+~) ~. 
(B~+~)n &'(~'~+ ~)" is (~n, ~)'distributive', because by the induction hypothesis, 
(B '~)~ is forced by (B~) n to be (~n, ~)-distributive, so (B~)n forces (B~+~) n (which 
is a c.b.s, of (B'~) ~) to be (~,  ~)-distributive. Thus so must force (B~+I) n which is 
a c.b.s, of (B~)w (Th~ follows by Remark 3.27.) Hence (1) holds. 
(2) follows since (B¢~+~) n is conf ined in the class of generators of B ~+~. 
(3~ holds: (B~+~) n = ~ ((B~+~)') n,x ((B~+~)n) ' by Proposition 4.4 and the induc- 
tion hypotheses, ((B ~ +~)n)., is contained in the class of generators of (B~+~) ", A* 
is always a c.b.s of a c.b.a.A.  
(4~ holds: this follows by Proposition 3.6 and the induction hypothesis. 
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The required distributivity of the upper parts of the algebras in the cases (3) 
and (.4) follows exactly as ir~ the proof of (i). So, we have proven that, if B ~ is 
given and satisfies (1)-(5), then B "~ ~ can be defined and satisfies (I)-(5). 
We are left with the limit case. Assume that f3r all a < A, we have defined B" 





(BX),~ = [~ (B'~),, n~On.  
z~ -~Z~. 
((B~)"),,,, = f~ ((B~)").,, , ,n 'eOn,  n'.~,,~. 
et<,~ 
B '~=the c.b.s, of B generated by U (BX), • 
• ! <Or l  
(iv) (BX)" =the c.b.s, of B generated by ~J ((BX)'). 
~1 ~'~On 
(v) ((BX)n)"=(Ba) 0', r~ '~.  
We have to show that (HODX~) ~rc~ = ~[G ~ BX], and that (1)-(5) are satisfied. 
We first show that ~<x~[GOB~]=~[G~BX] :  We note that '~ '  holds 
because B a is a c.b.s, of each B ~, that implies the inclusion of models. 
'~ '  is tree since, if x is in the intersection, then there is ~ s.t., for every a <A, 
x e.~t[G O(B~),,]. But then x s~[G ~(BX),_,] (by P:roposition 1.7). But (Ba),, is a 
c.b.s of B x, so the inclusion follows. 
(HODX~)~"[cm~m~=~[(BX)~ fq G], can be proven in the same maaner. 
Thus we have also proven (5). (2) is obvious. 
We wove (1): we must show that 
.~[G 83 (B")., ][G O (B")"] :: ~[G ~ B" ]. 
'~ ' :  It suNces to show that, for each ~l'~ ~. g = ((B~)")n,D G is in ~[G ~BX]. 
But 
g=: [~ (((B~)")~,~(G~((B~')~)n,)) 
~ ' < ~  
is in every ~[G ~B~], so must be in their intersection. 
'~ ' :  We note that ~[B  x ~ G]~ ~[(B~*L; ~G][(B") ~' x G}, for all a <A. Thus it 
is contained in ~,<a N[(B~),, ~ G][(B%)" C2 G], for each ao<A. So (by Proposi- 
tioa 1.7), it is contained in ~[(BX), ~ G][(B%) "~ ~ G], for each ao < X. Hence, if 
x~[B x ~G], then thcre is ~'~r~ s.t. 
x ~[ (Bx) , ,  ~ G][((B%)~'L,, C~ G], for all c,o< X. 
Thus x ~.~t[(B a),~ N G][((B~)")~¢ ~ G]., and the last mode~ is contained in ~[G ~ 
(B~). x(B~)'] ,  because ((Ba)'L;, is a c.b.s, of (Bx) ~. ~Fhis proves (1). 
(3) can be proven exactly as (1), just (Ba) '~ plays the role of B a. Also, by 
exactly the same argument, we show (4). The required distributivity of the t~pper 
parts of the c.b.a.'s follows as in the proof cf (1) for a + 1. 
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PrOl~sition 4,7. Assume all the hypotheses of Dteorem 3,28, except that now 
Bi ---- B (i.e is a class of ~or,.ditions). Then the conclusion of Theorem 3.28 holds. 
Proposition 4.8. Assume all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.29, except that now 
B~ = B (i.e. is a class of conditions). Then the conclusion of Theorem 3.29 holds. 
Proof o| Proposition 4.7, Let y~+t be s.t, (HODX+~)~*,,?=~(yx,~t]. Then as 
before we have to show *he two inclusions. 
'~ ' :  This can be prove., exactly as before. We prove that ~[Yx], and each of 
,.~{[H~ (B'~),~] are definable classes in HOD x. And then H1 ~ * O((B )~) is definable 
for every ~. 
'G':  We want to show that 
(HOD ~[B~ ~~ f3 n~]) ~A~n"~ ~ (HOD ~[B~ -~~  H~]) ~A~'n~,k  
So, let x belong to the left-hand side, then there is q s.t. x~ 
( HOD .R[(B ~ + ~)n ~ H~}~I"~} ~.n~,t, (by the reflection principle). As before, we 
can argue that ~[yx][(B2)., MH~] is an extension of ~[ya][(B~+~),,C~H~] via a 
homogeneous notion of forcing, and thus (by Proposition 3.4) 
x ~ (HOD ~[(B~+t) n ~ H~]) "~l~u} . %n~,l. 
The inclusion follows by the fact that ~[yx][(B{+~). n ~Ht] is a definable subclass 
of ~[ya][(B} +' ~Ht] ,  (cf. the proof of '~') .  
The inclusion 'g '  is then a consequence of the equality of the derivatives of 
(B[~}x, in the present case~the  consequence of Proposition 4.8. 
Proof of Proposition 4.8. This goes exactly as before, because the only thing to 
do is to compute the derivatives of (B~)~, but this derivative is generated by a set 
,:ff values, so there is ~ s.t. all the elements used in the computation are in 
tt [H~(B)n],  then the equality of the derivatives follows by Theorem 3.29 
,(n)~ ~ (BL~ C~B). 
Proposition 4.9, Under the hypotheses of 7heorem 4.1, except hat B1 = B (i.e. is a 
class of conditions), B is a subclass of BI, the conclusions (1), (2) and (3) of 
Theorem 4.1 hold. 
Proof. As before, using Propositions 4.7 and 4.8 in place of Theorem 3.28 and 
Theorem 3.29. 
Proposition 4.10. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.13, except that now 
B~ = B, the conclusion of Proposition 3.13 holds. 
Proof. The proof of '0__' is as be fore : ' _ '  follows as before, except hat we are noxv 
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using the argument: which showed that I~1~<~ HOl ) "~a =~[G r-1B x] (in the 9roof 
of existence of .B""0 to prove that 
("1 ~d[B~ '+ t f'l Ho][g~ Cl *'~'lg/13+ l l j - ,0 -  x~rn,,,,+ ~t,~,0 fq Ho][tt~ (3 B~]. 
/3<h 
5. The result 
Let M, C, lr'~ be as in Section 2. 
Definition 5.1. B" = r.o.(C), B~ == r .o . ( [ l~,>~ " B"  ' " 'I~,), t a =:  r.o.([-l~,<a I ~,). The se- 
quences B"  ~ ~ =(B  ° ~ ~)'*, B~=(B~)"  are defined as in Section 4.1. 
Theorem 5.1, Let G be B°-gene6c over M. Then, lbr each a ~ f~, 
(HODS, ~)~c~~ = M[G ~ B "~' t a][b~ ' ~][G ~ B~'  ~]. 
Proof. By induction ~n a. Assume the theorem holds for a, we wilt show it holds 
for a+l .  
We apply P~oposition 3.6 and Proposit ion 4.4 and obtain: 
HOD ~ ~ = M[G ~(B  ~+~ t ~)*][b~ '~ Cl (r.o.(7~":~-)*][G ~ (B~~)*] .  
But 
(r.o.(7~ ~t)) * = ( r .o . (7~a))  * ~  and b~+~ f~r .o . (7~a)  = b"<~,~ , 
by Theorem 2.1 and Proposit ion 2.2. 
Assume the theorem holds for all a < A. We show below tha~ it holds for h. By 
Proposit ion 3.13 and Proposit ion 4.10 
HOD ~= ~ M[B "+~ t ~+t~G][B~+~G] .  
~<h 
By Proposition 4.9 we conclude zhat 
HOD x= C/ M[B~+tQGJ [B~ta , - I~G]  
~ <h 
:: ~ (HOI ) '~M[~,  raG] ) '  r,,,, ,,~ ~,,-~..,,:,,,-,,,~ 
~ ,<A 
= (I_tOD~M[B~ ~ ~ :q G ])~m~" t ~,-m~.r~2, ,~
= M[yx][i3~+~  G],  where M[yx] = (HODX) u~t"'' t z~ ~. 
Hence, by Theorem 3.28 and Proposit ion 4.7, we have: 
(rtOD~" ~) ~ '~ = M[B:' ~' [ ~ + I C~ G][B~ "' fq G]. 
Since A ~ I~. and ~ is u-closed, where ~ ...... = F ; ,  we have (by exactly the same 
arguments apol ied to B ° l ~ 6+1)  that B ~-'~ ~ ~+ 1 =r .o . (B  ~+~ t ~ x T~+~). There-  
fore 
(HOO~ ~ ~¢;~ = M[e  ~+~ t * ~ G- I~+q[e~ ~ a G]. 
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Coro l lat ,y  $.2.  The sequence HOD* ' :  a < On is de]inable in M[G], 
ProoL For  any  fl we can  f ind I;s ~/3 ,  and  if a </3,  then  
HOD '~t  = M[G ~ B "*~ ~ 3][b~d +~][G (q 13; ~ + ~]. 
Tg +* is det inah le  in M,  a lso H ~~~ [" 8 is de f inab le  in M (by Theorem 3.10),  the  
W"* ~ (cf. Sect ion  4. I), same app l ies  to _a  
Coro l la ry  5,3,  The sequence HOD" : a < On,  is a strictly descending sequence of 
models for ZF.  
Proof.  t tOD ~ ~ ZF ,  by Coro l la ry  5.2. "]['he sequence  is descend ing  because  bg ~ ¢ 
HOD"  ,,a, (, < l~, 8 e-: On .  Th is  can be shown by the fo l lowing  argument :  r .o , (Tg**/  
and  r ,o . tTg  '~) are ( l~, :¢)~2is~r~ibutive, thus  G f3 B ° [' 6 is B ~ I 8 -gener ic  over  both  
M[b~ '~] and M[b~ ~] (B"[ 6<I~) .  
If bg +~ M[bg ~ 2][B° l" 8 (-1 G] ,  then  (by Propos i t ion  t.3)'  we have  a cont rad ic -  
t ion wi th  M[bg ° ~]p M[b'~ ,2] (cf. Sect ion  2.(.t). Hence  
h" ~'.g HOD " .2  G M[bg ~.-:][B" t a f3 G][B~ C) G].  
Theorem 5.4  (The  main  result ) .  Con(ZF)  implies 
C<miZF  + "HOD '* : c~ < On,  is s~rictly descending') 
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